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Observation of an anomalous SmA-SmC-SmA phase sequence in a bent-core
liquid crystal derived from 4-cyanoresorcinol
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The physical properties and the phase transitions of a smectic liquid crystal material built from achiral
bent-core molecules are investigated by electro-optics, polarizing microscopy, birefringence, and spontaneous
polarization. This material is shown to exhibit a number of orthogonal and tilted smectic phases. The observation
of an anomalous phase transition on cooling from a tilted to orthogonal antiferroelectric smectic phase at lower
temperatures is made, and a proof of the evidence is presented. The importance of the biaxial anchoring term in
the free energy is modeled and discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Liquid crystals (LCs) belong to a unique state of soft matter
where myriad liquid crystalline phases are exhibited. An
emergence of these phases depends on the molecular shape,
chirality, and temperature. However, the most successful LC
used in the liquid crystal display (LCD) industry is still the
nematic phase of rodlike (or calamitic) molecules. Calamitic
LCs may also exhibit a number of smectic phases, such as
orthogonal (SmA), tilted (SmC) phases, and their variants.
The tilted, SmC-like smectics built from chiral molecules
exhibit spontaneous polarization [1] and may form ferroelec-
tric SmC∗ and antiferroelectric SmC∗

A phases. A number of
intermediate ferrielectric subphases may also emerge in the
temperature range in between SmC∗

A and SmC∗ [2,3]. At the
time of the discovery of ferroelectric liquid crystals (FLCs),
the molecular chirality was considered to be the essential
condition for ferroelectricity.

Furthermore another class of LCs built from the achiral
bent-core (BC) molecules exhibits not only biaxiality in a
smectic phase [4] but also the polarization emerges in the
bend direction from the steric interactions caused by the
bent–core molecular shape inducing polar packing in layers
and restricted rotations. Unlike the calamitic LCs, however
the bent-core compounds even being achiral may exhibit both
the spontaneous polarization and the biaxiality in orthogo-
nal (SmA-like phases) [5,6] as well as in tilted (SmC-like)
smectics [7,8]. The common characteristics of these phases
are (a) constituent molecules are achiral but (b) they possess
long-range in-layer polarization and biaxiality, and these arise
from the C2v symmetry. The temperature dependences of
both primary and secondary (i.e., biaxial) order parameters
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in orthogonal BC phases were studied earlier [9,10]. The
characteristics and the structures of the bent-core LC systems
have been reviewed [11,12].

The bent-core systems exhibit rich polymorphism in both
orthogonal (SmA-like) phases [5,6] and tilted (SmC-like)
phases [13–16]. The orthogonal bent-core smectic exhibits a
number of mesophases such as antiferroelectric SmAPA [6],
ferroelectric SmAPF [17], random polar SmAPR [18], and
random antiferroelectric SmAPAR [19,20]. In these achiral
SmA phases, the application of electric field across the LC
cell containing the aligned material causes molecular dynam-
ics, including rotation, to occur around the long molecular
axis. These systems may show promising applications in fast
switching electro-optical devices [21,22].

In addition to the orthogonal SmA type phases, the bent-
core LCs do show numerous additional tilted mesophases,
designated as B1–B8 [23]. The simplest of these is the B2,
a tilted SmC-like phase showing a large in-layer spontaneous
polarization [8]. In this phase the molecules are tilted in a
direction perpendicular to the bent-core plane with a 50%
probability for both the left- and right-hand tilts; two chiral
layers are formed with the same and opposite signs of layer
chirality and tilt, leading to chiral and racemic phase struc-
tures [24–26]. Four possible structures are formed, denoted
by SmCS/APF/A: synclinic/anticlinic with respect to the tilt
direction and ferroelectric/antiferroelectric ordering of the
spontaneous polarization vectors (see Fig. S4 in the Supple-
mental Material [27]) [8]. The electro-optical switching in
tilted smectic phases of bent-core LCs was observed mainly
in the B2 (SmCP) phase [8,13,15,28–33]; however, materials
in this phase may not be suited for applications due to the
major difficulties (a) of not achieving a good homogeneous
alignment, and (b) to a coexistence of the two domains of
opposite chirality.

In this paper, we report the structure and the physical
characteristics of a bent-core system which shows an unusual
phase sequence. We find that a reentrant orthogonal phase
emerges at temperatures below the tilted smectic phases. The
bent-core compound under study, 1/n = 1/16 (PAL29), is
a member of the homologous series of 4-cyanoresorcinol
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FIG. 1. Molecular structure of the homologous series of 4-
cyanoresorcinol bisbenzoate with two terephthalate-based wings and
the biaxial model; the compound under discussion here is 1/n =
1/16. Refractive indices in three directions; their magnitudes are
n1 < n2 < n3. �nl = n3–n2; �nh = n3 − n1, and δn = n2–n1. The
subscripts l and h correspond to low and high values of birefringence.

bisbenzoates with two terephthalate-based wings terminated
by identical linear n-alkyl chains on both ends. The molec-
ular structure of this series is shown in Fig. 1. The unique
feature of compounds 1/n is a relatively small molecular
bend (α = ∼140◦; α is the angle between the two rodlike
wings of the bent-core mesogens) compared to typical bent-
core mesogens (α = ∼120◦), providing the unique properties
of these compounds. Mainly it supports the formation of
orthogonal and weakly tilted SmC phases with randomized
(de Vries–like), heliconical, and anticlinic tilt correlations.
Moreover, their lamellar phases do not show any indication of
a tilted organization of the molecules in their x-ray diffraction
patterns, either in the development of the d spacing at the
SmA-SmC transition, or in the two-dimensional (2D) diffrac-
tion patterns of the aligned samples, where the layer reflection
is perpendicular to the diffuse wide angle scattering (Figs. S1
and S2 in the Supplemental Material [27]) [34]. Therefore,
based on the x-ray scattering, we initially identified nontilted
smectic phases. Later it was recognized for 1/n = 1/16 [34]
and for 1/n = 1/14 [35] that the molecular organization in
the polar smectic phases is actually tilted. Table S1 in the
Supplemental Material [27] gives an overview of our present
understanding of the phase sequence of 1/16. When cooling
from the isotropic state, it transforms to an orthogonal SmA-
like phase [9,10,12] at higher temperatures with a series of
paraelectric (SmCPR) and polar tilted (B2-like) SmC phases
(SmCSPhel

F , SmCAPA) exhibited at lower temperatures [34,36].
The most fascinating feature of these long chain compounds is
the formation of a heliconical phase designated as SmCSPhel

F ,
identified first by the observation of a helical structure in
planar-aligned samples of 1/16 and 1/18, by AFM of 1/16
[34], and these were unambiguously confirmed in 1/14 by
soft resonant x-ray scattering [35]. The superscript hel in
SmCSPhel

F was used in [34] to stress the existence of a helix
in this LC phase formed by achiral molecules. The helix axis
is perpendicular to the layers plane; these are composed of
synclinic and polar ordered molecules (SmCSPF layers). This
phase has also been designated as SmCPα [37] or Sm(CP)α
[35] because of its analogy to the SmC∗

α phases formed by
chiral rodlike molecules [2,3].

It is reported herein that the compound under study actually
shows the following phase sequence: Iso 162 °C SmA 132 °C
SmCPR 110 °C SmCSPhel

F 92 °C SmCAPA 82 °C SmAPA 77 °C
Cr (for phase abbreviations, see Table S1 of the Supplemental
Material [27]). We find that there is an additional, previously
not recognized, low-temperature phase SmAPA which is a
nontilted smectic phase occurring in an inverted phase se-
quence below the tilted one. Moreover, it is also shown that
the SmCAPA phase between SmCSPhel

F and SmAPA is unusual,
as it forms a unique surface-stabilized (SS) structure with the
optical axis directed parallel to the smectic layer normal.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND RESULTS

The planar cells used to study the electro-optic response
are constructed by spin-coating the polymer solution RN 1175
(Nissan Chemicals, Japan) on the inside surfaces of the two
substrates; these are polymerized by baking at a temperature
of 250 °C for 1 h. The surfaces are rubbed using a commercial
rubbing machine. Homeotropic cells are constructed from
substrates whose surfaces are coated by the polymer solution
AL60702 (JSR, Korea), the solution polymerized to form
a thin alignment layer. The ITO electrodes on the lower
substrate are etched with a gap of 80 µm to produce a lateral
electric field. The cell thickness is controlled by Mylar spacers
of different thicknesses. This is measured using the technique
of optical interference. The LC samples are studied using
a polarizing optical microscope (Olympus BX 52) equipped
with an Instec hot stage, connected in turn to a Eurotherm
2604 temperature controller that allows for a temperature
stability of the sample to within ±0.02 ◦C.

The molecular tilt angle is measured by two independent
techniques. In the first one, it is measured as half the rotation
angle, between the positions of the maximal extinctions for
±E . This method when used manually is rather crude and time
consuming and has only a limited measurement accuracy of
±1° in the tilt angle. Here the hot stage is fixed on the rotation
table of the polarizing optical microscopy (OPM); the rotation
of the table is automated by a motor. The second technique
[38] is based on monitoring the electro-optical response of a
LC cell inserted in between the crossed polarizers. The optical
axis of the cell (i.e., the layer normal) is fixed to lie at an
angle of 22.5° to one of the two directions of the crossed
polarizers. Here the optical response is simply proportional
to the induced or the switching angle in the small angle
approximation. This method gives a higher accuracy in the
tilt angle. This technique is easily automated; however, the
maximal tilt angle is restricted to 22.5°. Both methods give
practically identical values of the optical tilt angle. Figure 2(a)
shows the temperature dependence of the tilt angle measured
by using 60 V peak to peak amplitude of the square voltage
across the cell in the first method (0.5 Hz; data points shown
as open squares), while for the second method ( f = 30 Hz,
the data are shown by filled circles). The most remarkable
result is the observation of a reversed temperature dependence
of the tilt angle in the tilted smectic phases. The angle after
having reached the maximum gradually decreases and finally
the structure transforms to an orthogonal SmA-like phase.
Such an inverted phase sequence, SmC-SmA, was observed
on cooling only in the case of a class of dimesogens with odd
spacers [39]. In that case, both smectic phases were apolar,
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FIG. 2. (a) Plots of the temperature dependence of the optical tilt angle. Blue open squares in (a) correspond to the tilt angle measured by
applying a square wave—peak-to-peak amplitude, 60 V, frequency 0.5 Hz, by the method of finding half the angle between the two consecutive
extinction positions. Red filled circles correspond to the measurements made for a peak-to-peak amplitude of 60 V, frequency 30 Hz using the
second automated method (see text). In (b), the measured effective birefringence values of a planar-aligned LC cell values for a wavelength
λ = 550 nm, using the method given in [40], are plotted as a function of temperature. The refractive index increments are defined in the caption
of Fig. 1. Red filled circles in (b) correspond to the birefringence measured in the absence of the applied field and blue open circles correspond
to the measured values in the presence of the electric field, square wave peak-to-peak amplitude: 60 V, f = 30 Hz. The striped region at a
temperature of 90 °C corresponds to the coexistence of (i) the helical phase, and (ii) the surface-stabilized SmCAPA structure.

while the studied material here is a bent-core mesogen and has
two orthogonal phases, a high-temperature paraelectric SmA
phase and a polar low-temperature SmAPA phase separated
by a polar heliconical SmC phase (SmCSPhel

F ), a uniquely
interesting observation.

The birefringence measurements are based on the spectral
study of the transmitted light through a liquid crystal cell
placed between the crossed polarizers in which the optical
transmittance spectra are fitted using the technique described
in Ref. [40]. Results of these fitting give wavelength disper-
sions of the birefringence as a function of temperature and of
applied voltage. Figure 2(b) shows the plot of birefringence
measured for λ = 550 nm as a function of temperature after
having been corrected for its dispersion with wavelength.
Figure 2(a) presents results of the temperature dependence
of the optical tilt angle for a 9-μm planar-aligned cell mea-
sured with (60 V) applied voltage at frequencies of 0.5 and
30 Hz, both under cooling. The temperature dependencies of
the tilt and birefringence, θ (T) and �n(T), show unusually
interesting and complicated dependencies on temperature. We
surmise that the optical tilt angle is a measure of the tilt
angle of the mesogen, whereas the x-ray tilt angle corresponds
to the scattering from the entire molecule and hence its value
is close to zero and lies within an experimental error of ±3◦
[34]. For details see the Supplemental Material [27].

III. DISCUSSION

The anisotropic properties of LCs can be characterized by
the molecular polarizability tensor χM

n,i j , diagonalized in the
molecular frame as

χM
n,i j = χ33aia j + χ22bib j + χ11cic j, (1)

where the orthogonal unit vectors a, b, and c are the principal
molecular axes and χ11, χ22, and χ33 are the principal polar-
izability values. M stands for molecular/microscopic, n refers
to the nth molecule.

The components of average polarizability depend on the
orientational order parameter and these are conveniently cal-
culated by rewriting the average polarizability tensor as a sum
of the orthogonal contributions:

χi j =
〈
χM

n,i j

〉 = χδi j + �χ
〈
(aia j − 1

3δi j )
〉+ χ⊥〈(bib j − cic j )〉.

(2)

where χ = (χ11 + χ22 + χ33)/3 is the average molecular po-
larizability, �χ = χ33 − (χ11 + χ22)/2 is the polarizability
anisotropy, and χ⊥ = χ22 − χ11 is the biaxiality of molecular
polarizability; 〈(· · · )〉 denotes the statistical average.

Based on the polarizability tensor, one can establish a
second rank refractive index tensor 〈ni〉, elements of which
are calculated from a set of equations, ni = √

1 + 4πχii. We
fix n3 as the refractive index along the long molecular axis,
n2 as along the bend direction, and n1 perpendicular to both
n2 and n3. These are shown in Fig. 1. On assuming n1 <

n2 < n3, one introduces the biaxiality, δn = n2–n1, and the
two birefringence terms, �nh = n3 − n1 (high) and �nl =
n3 − n2 (low) for the biaxial phase.

In uniaxial SmA and SmCPR phases, where the free
molecular rotations around the long molecular axis are plau-
sible, one can introduce the refractive index in a plane
perpendicular to the long molecular axis n⊥ = n1+n2

2 and
the average birefringence �n = n3 − n⊥ with the following
relations: δn < �nl < �n < �nh; �nh − �n = �n–�nl =
δn/2; �nh–�nl = δn.

The temperature dependence of the birefringence is mea-
sured with and without applied voltage. In the temperature
range 160 °C–132 °C (SmA), birefringence with field is al-
most the same as without field [Fig. 2(b)]. The polarizing
optical microscopy (POM) of planar cells [34] shows that
textures in this temperature range appear similar to that of
a conventional uniaxial SmA phase, with the optical axis
directed along the rubbing direction R. This is supported by
the perfect extinction seen in homeotropic texture, due to
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the orthogonal molecular organization in layers [34]. In this
temperature range, the data in general are typical of the SmA
and the unusual and the intriguing phenomena begin at the
phase transition to the tilted phase.

On further cooling the cell to the phase transition to the
tilted SmCPR phase [34,36] at ∼132 ◦C, the uniform planar
texture under the applied field breaks into the two sets of
domains with their optical axes directed at ±θ to the rubbing
direction; θ is the temperature-dependent tilt angle [Fig. 2(a)].
The homeotropic textures show a typical schlieren texture due
to the molecular tilt angle being finite [34]. In the planar-
aligned samples, initially, both the birefringence and the tilt
angle increase with decreasing slope as the temperature is
reduced. This is typical of the SmA-SmC type phase transi-
tion. Then at temperatures within ∼120 ◦C–115 ◦C, both tilt
angle and the birefringence continue to increase with a higher
rate/slope than before.

Another feature of the observations is an increase in the
birefringence on the application of the electric field. One may
explain a small increase arising from the effect of alignment
by the applied field; this normally improves the quality of the
texture and hence may increase the birefringence somewhat,
but such a large increase (∼10%) is hard to explain. On the
contrary, it can be explained as follows: The SmCPR phase is
a tilted paraelectric phase where the biaxial-shaped molecules
rotate around the long molecular axis. As a consequence, in
the absence of applied field, the resulting birefringence is the
average value �n = n3 − n⊥ as in a uniaxial phase. An appli-
cation of external electric field deforms the uniform/random
rotations of the molecules and aligns the molecules perpen-
dicular to the electric field increasing the birefringence from
�n to �nh. This effect is stronger at lower temperatures with
an increase in the electric field and hence the difference in
the birefringence with and without field �nh − �n should be
up to δn/2. The biaxiality of the compounds of the same ho-
mologous series 1/n = 1/8, 1/12, 1/14, 1/18 was estimated
as ∼0.015–0.02 [9,41]. This is in good agreement with the
experiment result [Fig. 2(b)]; i.e. at a temperature of 110 °C
�nh–�n = 0.108 − 0.100 = 0.008 ≈ δn/2.

On cooling the cell below a temperature of 110 °C, the
field-induced two-domain texture of the planar-aligned cell

shows the transition to a uniaxial texture like that of SmA
but the birefringence value without the applied field suddenly
drops from ∼0.11 to ∼0.093. However, the birefringence with
applied field continues to grow on cooling. This phenomenon
is well explained arising from the spontaneous formation of a
helical structure in the SmCSPhel

F phase [34]. Recently, a short
helix (of ∼2.8 smectic layers) was confirmed to exist by res-
onant soft x-ray scattering (RSXS) in a shorter compound of
the homologous series (1/14). Normally the helix formation
results from molecular chirality of the compound but here the
molecule is achiral and the helix here is formed as a result
of first achiral symmetry breaking taking place and then re-
sulting from a minimization of the electrostatic energy where
the spontaneous in-layer polarization [42] is significantly re-
duced. It is known that the effective birefringence of a helical
structure is lower than of the flat planar-aligned structure by
a factor �nhel (θ ) = �n

2 (3cos2θ − 1). This difference is used
in calculating the molecular tilt angle in the undisturbed helix
or vice versa. On knowing the tilt angle, we can then estimate
an effective birefringence of the helical structure. On using
this formula, and using �n = 0.105 and θ = 17◦, we obtain
�nhel ≈ 0.092, which again is in good agreement with the
experimental result.

We investigate the electro-optical properties of the
SmCSPhel

F phase. An application of the external electric field
disturbs the helical structure, which leads to an emergence
of the macroscopic tilt angle. This may be called the linear
electro-optic effect, similar to that of the deformed helix
electro-optical effect observed in conventional FLCs (the so-
called DHFLC effect) [43]. This effect for an achiral bent-core
system has been studied in detail in [44] and it exhibits a fast
electro-optical response with a tunable analog gray scale. Fig-
ure 3(a) presents the temperature dependence of the electro-
optical response of a planar-aligned 8-μm cell placed between
the crossed polarizers where the smectic layer normal (optical
axis) makes an angle of 22.5° to the polarizer/analyzer direc-
tion. In this geometry, the first harmonic of the electro-optical
response is simply proportional to the induced or the switch-
ing angle, in the small angle approximation. In the SmCSPhel

F
phase, the electro-optical amplitude is almost linearly propor-
tional to the applied electric field as in the DHFLC. On the

s

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of (a) the amplitude of first harmonic of the EO response and (b) the macroscopic spontaneous
polarization of 1/16 for different applied voltages. The output of the photodetector is in mV; the ordinate scale in Fig. 3(a) is in arbitrary
units.
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other hand, the electro-optical amplitude gradually decreases
under cooling from the maximal value at 110 °C, where the
tilt angle is close to a maximum value of θ ∼ 18◦, down to
a temperature of 82 °C where the tilt angle does drop to zero
and the structure of the phase becomes orthogonal [Fig. 2(a)];
hence it does not show a linear electro-optical response.

In the SmCSPhel
F phase, the birefringence after the initial

drop grows on cooling with increasing rate. This can be
explained by the temperature dependence of the tilt angle. The
molecular tilt angle reaches the maximal value at the phase
transition temperature of 110 °C. Then, surprisingly, unlike
the other tilted smectic phases, it begins to decrease on cool-
ing. Furthermore at a temperature of ∼82 ◦C, the tilt angle
reaches zero. In other words, a phase transition occurs from
the tilted to the orthogonal smectic phase. Figure 3(b) shows
results of the temperature dependence of the macroscopic
spontaneous polarization (PS) at different applied voltages.
The temperature dependence of PS proportional to the EO am-
plitude [Fig. 3(a)] shows a strong dependence on the applied
voltage. At voltages below ∼40 V, the helical structure may
still persist in the cell; hence the measured PS is lower than
the maximum attainable spontaneous polarization. In this
field range the amplitude of the EO response and hence of PS

[Fig. 3(b)] is initially proportional to the applied field arising
from the field-induced helical distortion. Then it continues to
grow at a decreasing slope until it saturates at the threshold
field corresponding to the helix unwinding. The threshold
field (voltage/cell thickness) is also temperature dependent; it
grows on cooling from ∼30 V (110 ◦C) to ∼50 V (at 80 ◦C).

According to the experimental results discussed above for
the phase below 82 °C, the optical axis is parallel to the
smectic layer normal and/or the rubbing direction. In the
absence of the electric field, the structure is helix free; i.e., all
of the molecules lie parallel to the substrates resulting in the
lowest birefringence value, �nl . The application of an electric
field higher than the threshold turns the molecular planes in
the direction of the electric field and perpendicular to the
surface plane, resulting in the higher birefringence value, �nh,
as is observed. This is in good agreement with the experiment
on finding that �nh–�nl = δn, as shown in Fig. 2(b).

Hence such a structure may be assigned either to an
orthogonal antiferroelectric or ferroelectric SmA-like phase,
i.e., SmAPA or SmAPF . Optically both phases are equivalent
to each other since the primary optical axis in both is always
parallel to the smectic layer normal. This also explains why
the electro-optic response due to the reorientation of the
optical axis by the field is absent. Instead, the switching here
is due to the secondary director. A change in the color is due to
an increase in the effective birefringence (from �nl to �nh) as
discussed above. Therefore, the data presented in Figs. 2 and
3 are not sufficient to favor the antiferroelectric phase over the
ferroelectric one.

In a conventional AFLC, this ambiguity can be resolved
by studying the temperature and voltage dependencies of
PS shown in Fig. 3(b). The antiferroelectric phase normally
shows tristable switching which leads to a double hysteresis
loop. Ferroelectric LCs show a single hysteresis loop or
continuous switching. In our case, the spontaneous polariza-
tion curves [Fig. 3(b)] evolve continuously across the phase
transition at 82 °C without showing any specific behavior

typical of the ferroelectric to antiferroelectric phase transition.
However, the orthogonal SmAPA materials also exhibit a large
continuous pretransitional effect [6,45,46]. For this phase, an
electric field of 3–4 V/μm, (∼30–40 V for a 9-μm planar-
aligned cell) usually saturates PS. This is in good agreement
with our results [Fig. 3(b)].

An antiferroelectric SmAPA phase rather than a ferroelec-
tric SmAPF in the ground state is more likely to occur at
lower temperatures. Several reasons for this assignment can
be given. The free energy of SmAPA is lower than that of
SmAPF , where the large in-layer spontaneous polarization
makes the ferroelectric ordering energetically unstable. Most
bent-core SmAP materials are antiferroelectric; i.e., SmAPA

exists preferably over SmAPF at lower temperatures. The only
exception to this rule is the existence of the SmAPF phase
observed in [17]. The compound in [17] has a specific siloxane
tail which usually stabilizes de Vries SmA and this may also
stabilize the ferroelectric structure as well. The assignment is
also confirmed by the free-energy calculations. These indicate
that an antipolar smectic A (SmAPA) phase is more stable than
a polar smectic A phase (SmAPF ) due to a reduction in (a) the
electrostatic free energy and (b) the entropy associated with
the out-of-layer fluctuations [47].

Based on the observations and the ensuing discussion given
here, we conclude that the phase below a temperature of
82 °C is the antiferroelectric orthogonal smectic A type phase,
similar (or identical) to the SmAPA phase observed in various
orthogonal smectic bent-core LCs at higher temperatures. The
existence of a double-layer periodicity in the low-temperature
phase was observed by carbon-edge resonant soft RSXS in the
shorter 1/14 compound [35]. In contrast to the other reported
SmAPA phases, this orthogonal phase is observed in the
temperature range below to those of the tilted smectic phases.

Another interesting feature of the studied material is
as follows: The temperature dependencies of the tilt angle
[Fig. 2(a)] and of the amplitude of the electro-optical response
[Fig. 3(a)] clearly show that a phase transition occurs from
the tilted to the orthogonal smectic phase at ∼82 ◦C; never-
theless the temperature dependence of the birefringence in
the absence of the field shows a smooth drop from 92 °C to
89 °C and the birefringence changes continuously on passing
the phase transition temperature ∼82 ◦C. To explain such a
behavior of the birefringence data we note that its value at
temperatures above 92 °C corresponds to the helical structure
while in the temperature range below 89 °C it equals �nl ,
where the molecules lie flat on the surface plane. Therefore, at
∼92 ◦C the helical structure gradually transforms to a surface-
stabilized (SS) structure with the optical axis directed parallel
to the smectic layer normal. In the intermediate range between
89 °C and 92 °C both structures coexist. This scenario is
in good agreement with the resonant XRD study [35] of
1/n = 1/14 which shows a short-pitch helix formed in the
SmCSPhel

F in a higher-temperature range of SmC, a bilayer
(antiferroelectric) structure in the lower-temperature range,
and the coexistence of the two structures in between these two.

However, the uniform monodomain SS structure observed
here appears to contradict the structure of a conventional SS-
FLC, where two different domains exist with the optical axis
directed at ±θ to the smectic layer normal. This phenomenon
can be modeled by the surface anchoring energy. There are
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two terms in the total anchoring energy: (a) the in-plane
term which accounts for the LC alignment [48], and (b) the
out-of-plane term for stabilizing the SS structure. In a
conventional calamitic SmC-like LC, the out-of-plane
term in anchoring energy FO(α) can be expanded in terms of∑

n(sin α) 2n, where α is the angle between the long molecular
axis and the surface plane and n is an integer. To the first
approximation (α 
 1) we can use the first (quadratic) term,
i.e., FO(α) = γ1sin2α. In calamitic SmC-like LCs this angle
is a function of the tilt angle θ and the azimuthal angle ϕ as
α ∼= θsinϕ. γ1 is the coefficient for the out-of-plane anchoring
energy term for the primary axis. The anchoring energy can
be expressed as

FO1(ϕ) ≈ γ1α
2 ≈ γ1θ

2sin2ϕ. (3)

This gives two minima in FO1, one for ϕ = 0◦ and the second
for ϕ = 180◦. These correspond to the bistability of the two
sets of domains, where the optical axes are directed at angles
±θ to the smectic layer normal.

In the biaxial bent-core tilted smectics, the secondary (or
biaxial) out-of-plane term must also be considered. This dis-
tinguishes between the energy for a set of molecules lying flat
on the surface with those being perpendicular to the surface.
Such a biaxial anchoring model was developed by Maclennan
et al. [49] for the general case of tilted smectic layers. Their
model satisfactorily explained the transition from the analog
to the bistable electro-optic response in a ferroelectric banana-
shaped material.

In the simplified case of a bookshelf structure, the biaxial
anchoring term is related to the angle between the secondary
molecular axis and the surface plane (which is the same as the
azimuthal angle, ϕ). γ2 is the coefficient for the biaxial out-of-
plane anchoring energy term, i.e., of the secondary axis. The
biaxial anchoring energy can simply be written as

FO2(ϕ) ≈ γ2cos2ϕ. (4)

Therefore the total out-of-plane anchoring energy consists
of both the primary and the secondary directors and is written
as follows:

FO(ϕ) = FO1(ϕ) + FO2(ϕ) = γ1θ
2sin2ϕ + γ2cos2ϕ. (5)

An excess of the anchoring energy for the helical structure
can be calculated by an integration of the total out-of-plane
anchoring energy [Eq. (5)] for a helical pitch as follows:

FO(hel ) = 1

2π

∫ 2π

0
(γ1θ

2sin2ϕ + γ2cos2ϕ)dϕ

= (γ1θ
2 + γ2)/2. (6)

FO(ϕ) being lower than FO(hel ) determines the stable state.
The first derivative of the out-of-plane anchoring energy

when equated to zero gives the condition for the maximum or
minimum of FO(ϕ) for the angle ϕ.

F
′

o (ϕ) = (γ1θ
2 − γ2)sin2ϕ = 0. (7)

The second derivative of FO(ϕ) is positive for values of ϕ =
0◦, and 180◦ if the term within the parenthesis in Eq. (7) is
positive, in which case FO(ϕ) is minimum for these two values
of ϕ.

The term �O = (γ1θ
2 − γ2) thus governs the minimum

of the total anchoring energy FO for the preferred stable
state. For sufficiently small values of �O ≈ 0, the excess
anchoring energy of all the four possible structures (helical,
ϕ = 0◦, 90◦, 180◦) is the same. Nevertheless the LC forms a
helical structure which, unlike the remaining three, minimizes
the excess electrostatic energy. The helical structure for the
SmCSPhel

F phase is thus realized over a temperature range of
∼90 ◦C–110 ◦C.

For positive �O (which is always the case for a uniaxial
LC, γ2 = 0) there are two minimal energy states at ϕ = 0◦,
180◦ (as stated before), with the energy in two states equal;
FO(0◦, 180◦) = γ2. These correspond to the conventional SS-
FLC structure with the two opposite ±θ domains. However,
for the biaxial case, γ2 is finite; �O becomes negative when
the tilt angle θ reaches a reduced (or threshold) angle on cool-
ing. The energy difference between the helical and ϕ = 90◦
states is

FO(hel ) − FO(90◦) = γ2 − γ1θ
2

2
= −�O

2
. (8)

Thus for negative �O, the domain for ϕ = 90◦ is more stable
than the helical state as its energy is the lower of the two.
Hence under cooling, the tilted SmCSPhel

F phase exhibits a
structural transition from the helical to the surface-stabilized
monodomain flat state, ϕ = 90◦. In this state, the optical axis
is directed along the layer normal.

For the case of LC comprised of uniaxial (calamitic)
molecules (i.e., γ2 = 0 and �O > 0) the minimum of the
anchoring energy FO(0◦, 180◦) = 0 is achieved for the two
domains (ϕ = 0◦, 180◦) of a conventional SSFLC. For or-
thogonal (SmA-like) biaxial phases, θ = 0◦, �O < 0, a mini-
mum in the anchoring energy FO(90◦) = 0 is achieved. Thus
ϕ = 90◦ monodomain SS exists in an orthogonal smectic
phase as well.

We can thus explain the transition occurring at ∼90 ◦C
[Fig. 2(b)], by assuming that the coefficients γ1 and γ2 are
temperature independent. In this case, �O depends on the
molecular tilt angle θ which decreases on cooling from 18°
down to 0°. This makes the anchoring energy factor �O in
favor of the monodomain SS structure (ϕ0 = 90◦). When the
tilt angle reaches θ ≈ 13° (at a temperature of ∼90 ◦C) �O

causes the helix to unwind and the transition leads to a SS
monodomain texture.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Summarizing, we studied a smectic LC material con-
stituted of the bent-core molecules using a range of tech-
niques: electro-optics, polarizing microscopy, birefringence,
and spontaneous polarization. Several interesting phenomena
are observed. Strong evidence is given for an unusual and
unexpected observation of a reversed temperature dependence
of the tilt angle within the temperature range of the smectic
phase. On cooling the sample LC aligned cell, the tilt angle
first increases, then decreases, and finally it drops to zero.
As a consequence, the phase transition from a tilted SmCAPA

phase to the orthogonal SmAPA phase occurs under cooling.
Reasons for the preferred existence of SmAPA over SmAPF
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are given. Prior to the transition having occurred, the tilted
helical SmCSPhel

F phase under cooling exhibits a transition
from the helical state to the surface-stabilized helix-free
state. The structure is proposed to be SmCAPA. Unlike the
conventional two-domain SSFLCs, this SS structure is uni-
formly monodomain where the optical axis is directed paral-
lel to the smectic layer normal. This structural transition is
explained by considering the out-of-plane biaxial anchoring
energy term.
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